July 23, 2018

Dear State Water Control Board,

I am asking you to get the water flowing back to the Central Valley instead of taking it and wasting it out to the ocean every single day!

"We" the central valley farmer along with the Delta Fisherman have been the tokens of a plan, the plan to destroy the central valley and the fishing industry! This isn't working out for them any better, but they seem to stand by and let them kill their fishing industry as well. This isn't about water wars; this is about taking out an entire section of the most beautiful, productive agricultural land and communities in California from Tracy to Bakersfield.

This water take will also hurt the people in San Francisco along with other cities that have no idea you are even doing this. The sad part is you don't care!

Communities that are based on working hard, making a living, raising a family and growing the fruits, nuts, vegetables, beef, dairy and the list goes on and on where the soil is rich and full of nutrients to produce this vast array of nutrition that feeds the Nation and the world. The American consumer is going to feel this in their wallets every time they go out to buy groceries and clothing!

This is the time to get behind us and show your support for what this central valley stands for, and that we are an amazing stretch of 245 miles along I-5 that is being ignored by you, The State Water Board and so many others that have no idea what we do out here.

So Please explain to me why you feel you can just continue to take from the water flows? You have taken, and continue to take water without any science just your opinions that are false and not proved to help with the fish. In fact the more water your strip from the Central Valley, the more water you allow to flow is hurting the very existence of what you say you are protecting!! This massive and brilliant water system has worked
beautifully for over 40 years and you are so eager to allow it to go unused stripping of water to flow through it! You are perfect blend of environmentalists, lawyers and extreme liberals who sit on this board to do a terrible job along with the politicians who have wiped their hands of all of us! This State Water Board is moving at record pace to get this done before the storms return to California!

WE are running out of time with this type of movement and you know it!!! It is time you take the reins, do the right thing and put this beautiful state back together by allowing the water to return to the legal landowners to have a flourishing state of working people that participate in the well being of California.

God Bless California!!

Sincerely,

Carol Etcheverry

710 Monroe Avenue

Los Banos, CA  93635

209-826-6149